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EXCERPTS FROM THE VERBATIM RECORDS OF THE THIRTIETH
REGULAR SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY CONTAINING
OTHER REFERENCES TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

Mrs. Marcos (Philippines)

(A/PV.2359) p. 28-30.

"As the Secretary-General has pointed out:
The international consensus on the new world
economic order must be matched by a corresponding domestic
consensus. Otherwise, there is a danger that the professions
of interdependence and co-operation will amount to little
more than well-intentioned lip-service. The critical
testing-ground will therefore be in our respective national
constituencies, because the fundamental structural reforms
implicit in the new world economic order will inevitably
affect domestic policies and practices: they will require
basic changes in political and social attitudes!'"
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Mr. Malik (Indonesia) (A/PV.2365) p. 17
"In another area, often described by our Secretary-General as
one of the most striking and remarkable developments in the role
of the United Nations, Indonesia's contribution has also been quite
significant . I refer to the United Nations peace-keeping efforts,
and to the Indonesian contingents which were on the frontlines in
the Congo, in Gaza and in the Sinai, and which have given their
share in human sacrifices to the cause of international peace."

...
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p. 24-25

"The Secretary-General of the United Nations has on several
occasions expressed his deep concern, one fully shared by my
delegation, about the disheartening situation in which the
disarmament negotiations nm-: find themselves ••• "

...

"Indonesia joins all nations and all men of good will in
supporting the most urgent appeal made by the Secretary-General
that all nations, great and small, nuclear and non-nuclear exercise
self-restraint, slow do~m their arms race, and limit traffic in
arms. 11
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Mr. Facio (Costa Rica)
(A/PV. 2372)
p. 97
"The Secretary-General was quite right when, on the occasion
of the thirtieth anniversary of the signature of the Charter, he
appealed urgently to nations large and small to give proof
individually of moderation in acquiring arms, while intensifying
their efforts to negotiate agreements leading to disarmament.
It is a great satisfaction to state that Costa Rica welcomes
and puts into practice the appeal made by Secretary-General
Waldheim."
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Mr. Ozores T. (Panama)
(A/PV.2373) p. 43
"These principles contained in the joint Tack-Kissinger
declaration clearly establish the formula with which the
negotiations must culminate, which is a Panamanian Canal under
Panamanian control. This formula would be in accordance with
the pronouncement of the Secretary-General of the United Nations,
Dr. Kurt Waldheim, before the Security Council on 20 March 1973,
when he advocated a solution for the Panama Canal question which,
in his opinion:
" ••• can only be based on the respect for law and a
search for justice. A solution will have to take
into account basic principles which are enshrined in
the Charter such as the principle of territorial
integrity, sovereign equality, the obligation to
settle all international disputes by peaceful means
and the principle which by now has become an
accepted common standard, namely, that any State
is entitled to put to full use and for its o~~
account all its natural potentialities."
(S/PV. 1701, p. 8)

